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Chapter I  
The Evil Hawk 

 
One day in year 105,972,999, a black hawk appeared in a galaxy far, far 

away. The hawk was the size of a house that you live in and is really evil. When 

the hawk flew away, this Holland lop rabbit with shiny blue eyes named Hyperthys 

found some baby rabbits in his hole. “Where am I? I guess I will have to explore 

the island to find out!” said Hyperthys. Hyperthys weighs only 1.5 pounds because 

he is really undersized. 

Hyperthys just kept the baby rabbits and raised them. The next day 

Hyperthys did not see the hawk, but he saw a Dutch rabbit named Cremis, who has 

light colored red eyes and weighs 4 pounds. Cremis was waiting for him outside 

his hole. 

Cremis was having a discussion with Hyperthys for an hour. The discussion 

was about the Hawk of Destruction. Cremis told Hyperthys that he also saw the 

giant hawk fly over his hole. He even saw the hawk shoot elemental blasts 

everywhere which destroyed his hole and turned it into a wasteland of rock. 

Later that day Hyperthys introduced Cremis to the baby rabbits in his hole 

and fed them carrots. Hyperthys and Cremis also decided to train for the next six 

months to learn fighting moves like spitting ice shards.  The first step of their 

training was to make an order of what to learn first. 

On their first day they learned how to fight in combat. It was hard work to 

train, but they did their best. They learned very basic combat skills, just enough to 

actually battle. The hawk was not seen for another week. Every day for the next 

two months, their goal was to train five hours each day. 

 

 

 



Chapter II 
Let the Training Begin 

 
The next week while Hyperthys and Cremis were training they saw the hawk 

fly over them. When they did, they hid back into their hole. “Shoot him!” said 

Cremis.   

“Can you see that I don’t have anything to shoot him with?!” “The only 

thing we can do is hide until the Hawk of Destruction goes away.” Hyperthys and 

Cremis got lucky because the hawk didn’t look closely at the ground, so it couldn’t 

see them. They only had to wait 7 seconds before the hawk flew off the island. 

After that, they went back to achieving their goal of training for two months. They 

had to get extra sleep because they were doing so much physical work. 

Since they eventually wanted to see the Rabbit King, they decided to train 

on the mountain. They first chose a place on the mountain pretty low to start 

training.  

On their last day of training they went up the mountain to see the Rabbit 

King with the six month-old adult rabbits who had come to Hyperthys months ago. 

They went through many moors and tall grass for the first 418,000 feet. Eventually 

they ran into a wasteland of rock that lasted for the next 282,000 feet. They wished 

that the wasteland of rock could be replaced with low grass because they didn’t 

like the rock, because it was hard and hurt their feet. They definitely didn’t want 

the tall grass, because when they had gone through, it had been very hard to see 

though all the tall grass in the moors. They only could see five feet around them. 

 They even heard a volcano on the other side of the mountain erupt after 

traveling another 12,000 yards. The explosion ended up destroying the ice at the 

top of the mountain. Hyperthys, Cremis, and the adult rabbits ended up getting 

tired at 9:00pm, so they made a hole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter III 
The Rabbit King 

 
At 9:27 a.m., Hyperthys and Cremis woke up and started hiking again. 

When Hyperthys, Cremis, and the adult rabbits reached 850,000 feet they took 

shelter from the heat in a hole and ate 10 carrots. 

At 1:00 p.m. Hyperthys went out of the hole by himself and met a 

Netherland dwarf rabbit waiting for him named Phoceanus. Phoceanus has bright 

green eyes and weighs 2.5 pounds. Phoceanus told him that he also saw the hawk 

and was looking for the Rabbit King. 

At 4:00 p.m. Cremis came out of the hole and saw Hyperthys and 

Phoceanus. “Why are you even here Cremis?” asked Phoceanus. “You should be at 

the volcano right now which is on the other side of this mountain.”  

 “I’m here because that evil hawk of destruction had to turn my hole into a 

wasteland of rock by destroying my hole," answered Cremis. 

"Why don't we hurry up and get going to find the Rabbit King?" said 

Phoceanus. It took Hyperthys, Cremis, Phoceanus, and the adult rabbits another 

hour to reach the top of the mountain. When they got there, they found out that the 

Rabbit King weighs 7 pounds and has brown eyes. The Rabbit King told them that 

the hawk was destroying everything on the island of Rarth. He also told them that 

there is one Power Carrot and a dragon egg in every kingdom. He gave them a map 

to help their quest to defeat the evil hawk. Before the team left, the Rabbit King 

gave them the Elemental Crystal. “What is this crystal for?” asked the adult 

rabbits. 

“I don’t know” said the Rabbit King. “I found this in an ancient temple that 

the hawk already blew up. “I remember the temple was called Skyshroud temple. 

It’s on an island nearby, but the hawk completely destroyed it. There is also a 

temple in Heaven called the Temple of the Titans. Just continue adventuring. You 

might find out later what the crystal is for. Pay revenge to that evil hawk that 

ruined this island.”  

 On their way down the mountain they had to hop across a volcano that was 

about to erupt. It was no problem because the wind blew all of the lava into the 

Water Kingdom and created a small, rocky island with no life at all. They went 

across a giant plain when they were traveling to the Water Kingdom. The plain had 

more trees than they expected. 

 



Chapter IV 
The Water Kingdom 

 
 

The next day Hyperthys, Cremis, Phoceanus, and the adult rabbits headed 

northeast towards the Water Kingdom, anxious to find their first egg and Power 

Carrot. On their way they met a rabbit named Eldin who is a Mini Lop with brown 

eyes and weighs 4 pounds. But only five seconds after they met Eldin, they were 

attacked by two fang tooth, which are water aliens. 

"How about this?" suggested Hyperthys. "Cremis and I will attack the one 

on the left, and you two attack the one on the right. The adult rabbits will just do 

nothing.” It did not take Hyperthys, Cremis, Phoceanus, and Eldin long to defeat 

the two fang tooth. 

Suddenly, they ran into a map of Death Island. Then, they ran into a sign. 

The sign read: The Water Dragon egg and the power carrot of Water at the bottom 

of the kingdom.  

“Excellent!” said one of the adult rabbits. They looked at the map of Death 

Island and saw that Death Island is bigger than Rarth. “If we raise our Water 

Dragon well it can fly for us and help defeat enemies!” 

“No time to waste!" said Phoceanus. As soon as they reached the kingdom 

they dived in with the adult rabbits. They had no idea how hard it is to find an 

elemental dragon egg of a Water Dragon. It was their first time swimming, so they 

could not swim fast but they did know how to hold their breath for unlimited time. 

It took them one hour to figure out how to swim fast. After another hour, they 

reached the bottom of the kingdom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter V 
The Water Dragon Egg and the Power Carrot of Water 

  
At the bottom of the kingdom, the team looked around very carefully for 

several hours. Eventually, they gave up. But, as they were leaving, Phoceanus 

yelled out, “I found it!" Everyone looked surprised, but they actually believed him.  

“You did find it,” said Hyperthys. The Power Carrot was much bigger than 

Hyperthys expected.  

"These carrots are sure big," commented one of the adult rabbits. 

 “Good,” said Cremis. “This dragon is a ranged fighter and the egg is already 

one minute away from hatching!!!" 

 The millisecond Hyperthys’s eye came out of the water, the Water Dragon 

flew out of its egg. “Wow!” said Eldin. “This dragon can already fly!” 

 “Let’s eat this Power Carrot!” said Hyperthys. Then, the dragon flew them 

to a shadow cloud in one tenth of a second. Instantly the cloud turned into a giant 

hawk. The baby Water Dragon hit its underside, Hyperthys grabbed the back of its 

neck so it can’t fly, and the others including the adult rabbits started to taunt it. 

"Hit the hawk from underneath to do extra damage! Once we do that, the dragon 

will breathe water at the hawk.” At one point, the Water Dragon shot high pressure 

water at the hawk’s eyes.  

All the high pressure water did was make the hawk very mad. Eventually, 

Hyperthys got swallowed by the hawk. The Water Dragon kept hitting the hawk’s 

underside to damage it and try to get Hyperthys out. But all the hits only took 

down 4% of the hawk’s health. 

The next minute Hyperthys blew up the hawk from the inside by casting fire 

walls. The explosion was as big as the size of two dragons combined. It was much 

bigger than Hyperthys expected.  

 
 



Chapter VI 
The Realm of Crius 

 
 When the hawk got blown up Cremis picked up something it had dropped. It 

read: Realm Breaker of Crius. “Great!” cheered Hyperthys. “We have found our 

first Realm Breaker! Fly us to the Realm of Crius!” In one second, they were at the 

realm of Crius.  

 “Hey, I have an announcement. How the heck do we use this Realm 

Breaker?” announced Cremis. 

“How should we know.” said Eldin. Eldin looked around for a while but 

after one minute, he saw a sign. The sign read: Throw Realm Breakers in realms to 

destroy them. 200miles until you reach the stone kingdom.  

“Great!” said the adult rabbits as they threw the Realm Breaker in.  

“Come on,” said Hyperthys. “It takes five days to destroy this realm. We’re 

going to be stuck here for five days.” 

 “Why can’t we train in a hole for five days?” suggested Cremis. 

 “Good idea!” commented Phoceanus. Hyperthys ordered to find carrots to 

eat and hay for the nest. Cremis set up the training arena as a big hole. Phoceanus 

set up the nest. Eldin and the adult rabbits dug holes. On their fifth day, they 

realized their Water Dragon had grown. At last it mastered flying, swimming and, 

water blasts.  

"Now our Water Dragon only needs to master its abilities." said Hyperthys. 

After another day, the team looked up and saw that the realm was destroyed. They 

continued training because they were behind. The next step was to take their 

elemental spells to the next level. 



Chapter VII  
The Stone Kingdom 

 
 The next month Hyperthys, Cremis, Phoceanus, Eldin and the adult rabbits 

took a journey northeast 200 miles until they reached the Stone Kingdom. One 

their way they met two rabbits named Roeus and Faron who are both American 

Fuzzy Lops. Apparently, Roeus has light blue eyes and Faron has dark green eyes. 

They both had an unknown weight and were riding a fully grown Great dragon. 

“Great Dragons don’t know abilities,” said Faron. “But every other dragon can 

master at least three when it is fully grown."  

  “Our Water Dragon already knows three abilities," said the adult rabbits. “It 

knows the skills: Tidal Wave that makes a giant tsunami, Fang tooth Summon that 

creates fang tooth, and Water of Range which increases its range for 10 seconds.” 

 One nanosecond later they reached the Stone Kingdom. Then they were 

attacked by one arctic leviathan, five lava jaws, and 21 longbow hawks. While 

Hyperthys and Cremis were fighting the arctic leviathan, Hyperthys rode on the 

water dragon and made it use the fang tooth summon ability. 

 Instantly, 100 Fang tooth dived into a tidal wave. Water always beats fire for 

the lava jaws so it was no use for them to shoot lava. The 100 Fang tooth were able 

to defeat every single enemy. “Good,” said Hyperthys, “now let’s start looking for 

the stone dragon egg and the power carrot of earth. It looks like a round boulder 

covered with a little bit of moss." 

 Roeus and Faron were surprised of how the others could find the dragon 

egg. “How the heck did you find that egg?” asked Roeus and Faron. 

 “We just did,” said Cremis. 

 “But…” 

 “If we keep looking I’ll be much faster,” said one of the adult rabbits. 

 Everyone looked around for hours. After looking around for three hours, the 

crew finally found the Stone Dragon egg and the Power Carrot of Earth. They were 

at the top of one of the most hidden hills in the center of the Stone Kingdom.  



Chapter VIII  
The Fire Kingdom 

 
 After the team found the egg and ate the Power Carrot, the team decided to 

come up with a name for itself. It only took one millisecond to think of a team 

name: Rabbit Warriors. The Rabbit Warriors had to wait 2 hours for the stone 

dragon egg to hatch. 

  After taking a journey 173 miles north they got extremely hot because they 

were getting closer to the Fire Kingdom. “As soon as we find this egg and this 

carrot we’ll leave!” said Phoceanus.  

 “How about this?” said Faron telling the dragons. “You three go find the egg 

and the Power Carrot." As soon as Faron said that, the dragons flew as fast as they 

could into the very center of the Fire Kingdom. Even the dragons thought it was 

very hot. 

 The very center of the Fire Kingdom was 250 Celsius so all the dragons got 

set on fire except the Stone Dragon. Meanwhile, the rest of the team was attacked 

by an army of 300 lava jaws. “This will be harder without our dragons,” said 

Roeus.  

 “Hit them from behind!” said Faron. 

 “If you attack them from the front they’ll shoot molten lava all over your 

face,” warned Eldin. As soon as Eldin said that to the crew, Hyperthys, Cremis, 

Phoceanus and, the adult rabbits saw the dragons coming back. “This will be easy 

with our dragons!” said Eldin. At one point 12 lava jaws shot molten lava on 

Hyperthys’s face, which pretty much did nothing because Hyperthys used an 

ability called the elemental shield. 

Hyperthys loved to grab their tails and throw them into each other, 

especially when the one Hyperthys is throwing at shoots molten lava. The adult 

rabbits weren’t very strong yet, so they kept attacking the lava jaws when the 

others were distracting them. Eventually, the dragons arrived; they had the egg and 

the Power Carrot. After that, the Rabbit Warriors ate the power carrot and waited 

until the Fire Dragon egg hatched. 

 



Chapter IX 
The Wind Kingdom 

 
 Soon after the Rabbit Warriors defeated that army of lava jaws they saw an 

endless sight of small cliffs. Each cliff was 10ft. by 10 ft. And the exact moment 

they landed on one of those cliffs, the weather turned very foggy, and very windy. 

Everyone including the dragons thought it is pretty cold mainly because of the 

wind. 

 “The wind is so strong I’m going fall off,” said Faron.  

“All right,” said Cremis, “how about the Stone Dragon causes giant boulders 

to fall and block the wind?” Even though the Stone Dragon tried to do the best it 

could to block the wind, it did not make a single difference in the wind speed. All 

it did was break up some cliffs which gave the rabbits less space to land.  

Later, the entire team was tired. The problem was that they can't make holes 

on the cliffs because they're too small to build holes. So all they could do was rest 

on the cold and windy cliffs. 

In the night it was freezing, so the rabbits came out and started training in 

order to warm up so they wouldn’t freeze to death. At 7:00 a.m. it turned pretty 

warm so the Rabbit Warriors stopped training. After another hour it turned even 

warmer, so the Rabbit Warriors continued on their journey to the end of the wind 

kingdom. It was very tough to jump though those cliffs because the wind was so 

strong. Sometimes, the adult rabbits can’t jump through the wind so they get blown 

back. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter X  
Surrounded 

 
 After Jumping through another 66,666 cliffs, they saw a floating egg that 

could fly. It can fly at the speed of 131,313 miles per hour. Most of the time, it 

flies at the speed of 44,444 miles per hour.  

 Roeus quickly jumped as high as he could to grab the egg.  All of a sudden 

the egg cracked open. He nearly missed the egg because it flew so fast. What 

Cremis saw that came out of the egg was a damaged baby Wind Dragon. “What 

happened to the Wind Dragon?” said Cremis. 

“It definitely got hurt by some creepy monsters while it was in the egg," said 

the adult rabbits. 

“Then why don’t we take the Wind Dragon and heal it?” suggested 

Phoceanus. Everyone also saw the Power Carrot of Wind flying away.  

“Try to jump to catch the Power Carrot of Wind before it flies away,” said 

Cremis. Everyone kept jumping as high as they could to catch it. It took the crew 

another 12 seconds to catch the Power Carrot of Wind. By the time they caught the 

elusive elemental object, it had nearly gotten away. So the second the crew had 

hold of it, they ate it. When they finished healing the Wind Dragon, they kept 

adventuring. 

 The next hour, the Rabbit Warriors kept hopping though the Wind Kingdom. 

The trip wasn’t bad. They went as fast as they could to travel quickly. The next 

second they saw the sky turn dark. They saw fang tooth, granite ogres, and lava 

jaws, and banshees drop out of the sky and surround them, forming an army. They 

also saw the giant hawk fly out of nowhere.  “Ha ha ha!!!” said the hawk, “last 

time when Hyperthys blew me up, one molecule of my body was left and I 

regenerated back!” 

  “Then how do we defeat you!?” said Faron.  

 “You don’t!” laughed the hawk. “Plus, every time when you defeat me and I 

regenerate back, my power level multiplies by ten!!!” 

 “No, we must find some way to vaporize every molecule of the hawk!” 

No one had any plan of what to do when the army was just five feet away. 

And the hawk kept laughing to intimidate them. “We have got to think of a plan,” 

said the adult rabbits. 

 

 

 


